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This paper treats of three paradoxical problems.  They are readily seen as similar in that all three generate an instability in reasoning. This instability derives from a structural feature, one that is present in other paradoxes such as Moore’s.  In each of the cases discussed, an individual is trapped in a paradoxical situation. The instability arises because the individual is rational in that he or she can reason through the consequences of the various scenarios, spot inconsistencies and so on.  Such reasoning leads, in each case, to an impasse. This paper offers a practical means of escape.

1. Toxin
In Greg Kavka’s Toxin puzzle, a malignant billionairess hands an individual — hereafter, Harry — a vial of toxin and undertakes to give him a $1,000,000 prize tomorrow morning if, at midnight tonight, he forms the intention to drink the toxin tomorrow at 4.00 p.m.  He knows that the poison will not permanently damage him, but will leave him painfully ill for a day.  Harry is no masochist.  The consequences of drinking the poison are sufficiently bad to ensure that Harry would much prefer the $1,000,000 without the poisoning.  He would drink the toxin and suffer the consequences for the $1,000,000, but he is well aware that he has only to intend to drink; once that midnight intention is formed, there is no need to quaff the vile vial and he would be irrational to do so.  However, his realising that seems to destroy his ability to form the requisite intention.  The jackpot situation, as it will hereafter be termed, is, for Harry, his intending at midnight to drink the toxin but then not drinking it, thereby securing the $1,000,000 without suffering the agony.  Writing ‘I’ for ‘intends that’ and temporal subscripts (‘0’ for midnight, ‘16’ for 4.00 p.m.), the jackpot situation for Harry (h) is:

(T1)   I0h(drink16, h) & ~(drink16, h).

Harry can win the jackpot by being in situation (T1), so that is the situation that, quite rationally, he intends to bring about and will resolutely so intend right up to midnight, I0h(T1), that is, 

(T2)   I0h(I0h(drink16, h ) & ~( drink16, h )).

So, by distribution of ‘I0h’ across the conjunction in (T2),​[1]​  one thing that Harry intends to end up doing is not drinking the poison at 4.00 p.m., and this conflicts with the intention, identified in (T1), to drink it.
Harry is in a quandary: rationality seems to demand that he both intend to drink and intend not to drink, yet he cannot simultaneously realise these intentions.  This conflict between intentions differs from the perfectly possible situation where someone might intend to do something, but suspects that he or she will not manage it.  It is no good saying that the solution is simple, viz., that he needs at midnight to intend to drink and then subsequently not to intend to drink. Harry sees that that would be a solution if only he could reach that happy position; but he also sees that adopting the plan of changing his intention undermines the key requirement, namely, that at midnight he be intending to drink.     
	It is possible for Harry to win the jackpot – after all, there is no logical connection between intending to X and X-ing occurring.  For that matter, intending to X need not cause one to do X, a fact well known to competitive high jumpers.  The malignant billionairess, though, can make contestants aware of the difficulty of the task; she might point out that she has often placed side bets against those who have sought to win the jackpot, and that, by so betting, she has, 99 times out of 100, won considerable sums.  
	Toxin is a puzzle where a jackpot win is possible.  Were the puzzle to incorporate a guarantee that no one, as a matter of logic, could win the jackpot, there would need to be a necessary connection between an intention to do X and doing X.  For this to be so, the malignant billionairess would need divine powers to ensure that Harry’s intention to do X was invariably and necessarily followed by his doing it.  These points are made now, in preparation for noting similarities with the other puzzles later on.

2. Similarity of structure
The similarity between Toxin and the puzzles yet to be considered will become clear by setting out the formal underlying structure of the former. There is a ‘jackpot’ situation 

(G1)   a(, a) & (~, a)

where a is an individual with an attitude, , towards -ing, and yet who does not  .  The same attitude is held towards (G1); hence what follows is

(G2)  a(a(, a) & (~, a)).

Via distribution, (G1) with (G2) entails a(, a) & a(~, a).  The reflective subject is encouraged to get himself into a ‘deliberatively unstable situation’​[2]​ where the choice to  is trumped by the choice to not-, which is then trumped by the choice to  and so on, ad inf.  

3. Surprise Examination
Harry now is a pupil whose teacher has, on Friday, told the class that there will be a surprise examination one day next week. This teacher, as Harry is aware, is nearly always right in what she says. He reasons that if, by next Thursday evening, no examination has occurred then, with the following day, Friday, remaining as the only available examination day, its taking place on that day would be no surprise; so Friday is ruled out.  Thursday is next eliminated because, with Friday excluded, Thursday becomes the last possible examination day and hence cannot be the day for a surprise examination.  The reasoning continues in similar vein, ruling out, backwards, each remaining day of the week.  Harry then reflects that, if past school experience has taught him anything, it is that there can be such surprise examinations; so he is perplexed.  On the day of the announcement, he can envisage his perplexity reaching a peak of acuity by next Thursday evening if, by that time, no examination has taken place. The teacher’s surprise examination announcement would, by then, amount, it seems, to an assurance that Harry will then be justified in his both not believing that there will be an examination on Friday and yet also believing Friday to be the examination day.  Thus, Harry, on Thursday evening, would be envisaging 

(S1)   JLBh(Friday-exam) & Friday-exam,

where ‘L’ signifies a lack, so ‘JLB’ abbreviates ‘is justified in not believing that’ and ‘Friday-exam’ abbreviates ‘There will be an examination on Friday’.  Of course, just because he is justified in his lack of belief that a Friday examination will take place, he is not thereby justified in believing that there will not be an examination that Friday.
The jackpot situation here is (S1), because Harry enjoys surprises, even surprise examinations.  (Harry’s liking for examinations is obviously irrelevant to the nature of the paradox.) Just as, in Toxin, the drinking is worth avoiding, so, here, Harry’s not believing an examination will take place is linked to the thrill of a surprise, something that he values.  If readers find this thrill difficult to comprehend, let Harry be a pupil for whom revising is like poison; hence his not believing that an examination will take place (thus obviating the need to revise) is a bonus equivalent in value to avoiding drinking a very unpleasant dose of poison. 
Harry secures the Examination jackpot if, somehow, he can be in the position (S1) announced by his honest teacher.  Harry is justified in believing her announcement and, unless he is assailed by worry that she may have made an honest mistake, he will still be justified in believing her announcement, even when reaching Thursday evening unexamined.  That is to say, JBh(S1), i.e.,

(S2)  JBh(JLBh(Friday-exam) & Friday-exam).  

The combination of (S1) and (S2) produces JLBh(Friday-exam) & JBh(Friday-exam). Harry recognizes that, for the Thursday evening situation (S1) to obtain, he must be justified in his lack of belief that there will be an examination on Friday, JLBh(Friday-exam), and yet, as he is aware, his justified belief in the teacher’s announcement entails his justifiably believing that an examination will take place on Friday: JBh(Friday-exam).  It is now obvious that Harry is in a quandary: rationality seems to demand that, on Thursday evening, he accept both that he is justified in a lack of belief that Friday will be the examination day and yet that he is justified in believing that it will be the examination day.  Harry could, of course, alternatively conclude that the Thursday situation could not possibly arise, because the assumption that it does arise leads to contradiction.  But then, by backward induction, if the examination must be a surprise examination, all other days of the week would similarly be ruled out as possible examination days, and Harry would be placed in the awkward situation of disbelieving a teacher he believes to be honest, and who is typically right.​[3]​  
Harry can achieve the jackpot situation of succeeding in sitting a surprise examination on Friday (given that no examination has taken place by Thursday evening), but only under unlikely circumstances: he must genuinely not be justified in believing that the Friday will be examination day (despite the fact that he remains aware that this is the last day available for an examination that his honest teacher has promised) — and so, he does not revise, say — but on Friday an examination takes place. There is nothing contradictory in such circumstances existing; a jackpot win is possible. The puzzle exhibits the general structure established earlier.  

4. Newcomb
The Newcomb puzzle can be made vivid by implementing it as a TV game show.  Each contestant is presented with two boxes.  Box A is transparent, containing $10,000 open to view.  Box B is opaque: it is known that it contains either $1,000,000 or nothing.  Contestants may choose to open either both boxes or Box B alone, and keep the contents.  The infallible strategy for winning most money — the jackpot win — seems to be to open both boxes.  Yet those who choose to open both have typically departed the stage clutching only Box A’s $10,000, for Box B has almost invariably been empty.  Contestants who resist the lure of the money visible in Box A, opting for Box B alone, typically secure the $1,000,000.  
What explains these outcomes?  Well — and this is known to all parties — the show employs a psychologist who runs elaborate psychological tests on contestants before each show, ascertaining whether they are temperamentally two-boxers or one-boxers, how resolute they are, and so on.  The psychologist may, for example, test their responses to Prisoner Dilemma scenarios.​[4]​  On this basis, the psychologist predicts each contestant’s choice, informs the presenter (but not the contestant) and, in full view of the audience but out of sight of the contestant, the boxes are loaded according to the prediction: no money in Box B, if the contestant is predicted to open both boxes; $1,000,000 in Box B if the contestant is predicted to choose just that box. The contestant is then brought on stage and has to make his or her choice.  The psychologist (hereafter ‘the Predictor’) has, to date, rarely been wrong; that is why one-boxers are almost invariably the big winners.  The show has run for many years and current contestants are well aware of the Predictor's rate of success.  They also know that, in any game, it is possible to win the jackpot, namely the $1,000,000 together with the $10,000.​[5]​  For most contestants, that extra $10,000 is a sum well worth having, a bonus akin to not drinking the Kavka poison even though intending to, and to the titillation of lacking belief that an examination will occur, even though it will.  The extra $10,000, though, is not worth aiming for at any cost whatever, such as exposing oneself to a high risk of losing everything — just as avoiding drinking the toxin is not worth it, if that means losing the $1,000,000.  Harry is the next contestant in the Newcomb game.   What should he do?
Before that question is broached, some orientation is necessary.  Sometimes Newcomb's puzzle is presented as calling for a decision when two-boxing guarantees that there is no money in box B, whereas one-boxing guarantees that there is; in such a set-up, a jackpot win is impossible.  If that guarantee is known to exist, there is no doubt that rational players should one-box.  The puzzle is not then a puzzle concerning rational behavior, but a puzzle about the divine or mysterious means through which such a guarantee is guaranteed. The version of Newcomb considered here, though, is one that generates a genuine puzzle about what it is rational to do for a contestant who seeks a jackpot win: jackpot wins are possible, even if highly unlikely.  Seeking to win the jackpot is, of course, different from seeking to maximize winnings.  In order to maximize expected utility (as opposed to winning the jackpot), Harry should one-box. After all, no rational individual would two-box against a 100% guaranteed accurate Predictor (for that is tantamount to a guarantee that there will be no money in Box B); and the 99% accurate Predictor is almost as miraculous — for if you incline to two-box, it is highly likely she will have predicted such; and even the greatest philosophical reasoners would be wise humbly to acknowledge that they are extremely unlikely to fool her.
What should Harry do to win the jackpot? A quick answer is that he should two-box.  There is no hope of winning the jackpot by one-boxing.  But, as soon as Harry thinks that his best option is to open both boxes, he realises that the Predictor will almost certainly have predicted his choice, leaving Box B empty.  To avoid losing $990,000, Harry will now incline towards one-boxing, reasoning that the Predictor will almost certainly have predicted this, if he does so incline; thus $1,000,000 almost certainly will have been deposited in Box B.  But if this is so, reflects Harry, then the rational thing to do, when the two boxes are in front of him and their contents cannot be changed, is to go for the two boxes, thus securing the additional $10,000 and winning the jackpot.  Harry is now back to his original choice, and the considerations that persuaded him to abandon that come into play again.  Harry reels from one choice to the other.​[6]​
Among the show's contestants several have been distinguished philosophers who are causalists in their approach to the Newcomb puzzle.  These contestants doggedly insist that, at the time of their choice, nothing can affect the content of the boxes, and that, in announcing their choice, they cannot thereby backward-cause the Predictor to have left Box B empty.  So they boldly go ahead and open both boxes — and almost invariably leave the stage, sheepishly clutching their feeble $10,000 winnings, to the derisive jeers of the audience.  The Predictor is a sufficiently good psychologist to recognise a philosophical causalist when she encounters one.  She can usually spot the conclusions that contestants (even when they are great philosophers) will reach, despite often knowing little about the intricacies of their reasoning (although, as a good researcher, she will take a look at their articles on the subject to see what they have concluded). For Harry to stand a good chance of a jackpot win, he needs the Predictor to assess him as a one-boxer, as possessing the want to open one box; and any contestant’s pretending to be a one-boxer will not cut the mustard — the Predictor can spot pretence a mile off.  The want must also be stable, for the Predictor spots lack of resolve.  When it comes to opening the box or boxes, however, Harry must somehow two-box to secure the additional $10,000.  So, writing ‘W’ for ‘wants that’, and ‘h’ for ‘Harry’, the jackpot situation, as far as Harry is concerned, is   

(N1)   Wh(one-box, h) & (two-box, h)

He must sincerely want to one-box, and yet must two-box to scoop the jackpot.  Harry can only win the jackpot by being in situation (N1), so that is the situation that he wants to obtain, namely, Wh(N1),  that is, 

(N2)  Wh(Wh(one-box, h) & (two-box, h)).

‘Wants’ does not always distribute across conjunction.  Someone can want a beer and a schnapps chaser, but might not want one without the other; either on its own is a rather dull drink.  However, Harry wants to two-box and this want is not conditional on his also wanting to want to one-box.  He wants to two-box because only by doing so can he win the jackpot.  So, in this case, the ‘wants’ distributes, and, from (N2), Wh(two-box, h) can be inferred, while from (N1), Wh(one-box, h) can be inferred.  Yet Harry cannot both one-box and two-box, and so he cannot rationally both want to one-box and want not to one-box; but rational thought has led him to embrace such conflicting wants, giving him no answer (of which he can be confident) to the question of whether to one-box or two-box.  Once again, there is shown to be a puzzle instantiating the structure identified above. ​[7]​
That same structure also underlies Moore’s paradox.  In that paradox, someone asserts, or simply believes, a conjunction of the form ‘p, but I do not believe that p’.​[8]​  What belief does Harry, if he makes an assertion of this form, have in mind?  Here he asserts

(M1) p and ~Bhp,

but an assertion can be taken as an expression of belief,​[9]​ hence:

(M2) Bh(p & ~Bhp)

The pattern is now familiar.  Distributing, and putting together the resulting first clause of (M2) with the second clause of (M1), Harry is shown to be in the unstable position of both believing that p and not believing that p.  To accord with the main paradoxes discussed in this paper, action could be built into Moore’s, in terms of a hearer having to decide what to do on the basis of what he or she takes the Moorean asserter to believe.	

5. Similarities and Differences
The three main paradoxes discussed, as standardly presented, manifest some differences that might be viewed as significant.  There are, it is true, some differences, but these, once assessed, can be seen not to undermine the illustrated commonality.​[10]​
Essential to the Newcomb puzzle is the Predictor’s prediction of Harry’s eventual decision. Harry, of course, is trying to assess what it is rational to do and this, in part, relies on what he thinks the Predictor will have predicted.  This is comparable to the situation in the Prisoners’ Dilemma, where each prisoner is trying to second-guess the other. In the original Toxin and Surprise Examination, there is no such loopback process; after all, the billionairess has nothing to do but sit back and watch Harry squirm, and all the teacher does is set the examination.  This difference between Newcomb on the one hand and Toxin and the Surprise Examination on the other is, however, not a significant difference; it merely concerns the mechanism that gives rise to Harry’s deliberative instability which is common to all three puzzles. 
 With both Newcomb and the Surprise Examination, Harry reels in his reasoning, when reflecting that the Predictor and the teacher are usually right.  However, as pupil, he can win only if the teacher is right in her announcement, whereas, as Newcomb contestant, he can win only if the Predictor is wrong in her prediction. However, this also is not a significant difference. As with the Newcombian Predictor, the teacher, even though usually truthful in her announcements, could still want Harry to fail to win the ‘jackpot’.  By making her announcement, and anticipating his thinking, she places him in the paradoxical quandary.  As mentioned earlier, Toxin’s billionairess could also be seen in this way, betting that Harry will not secure the jackpot.
Newcomb and Toxin concern a decision to act, whereas the traditional Surprise Examination raises the problem of what to believe; yet, as is commonly noted, one cannot, at least typically, decide to believe.  This further difference, however, has no bearing on the similarity of the problems.  The Surprise Examination confronts a pupil with irreconcilable beliefs, Newcomb confronts a contestant with irreconcilable desires, and Toxin confronts a participant with irreconcilable intentions.  The acting requirement on Harry in Newcomb and Toxin could be dropped: the Predictor could simply tell Harry that he cannot reach a stable conclusion regarding whether to one- or two-box; the billionairess could tell Harry that he cannot rationally settle on intending to drink.
	People often act on their beliefs concerning the best thing to do, given the options available and the ends sought.  Sometimes, though, they act when they know that they must act, but lack belief about the best thing to do.  If Harry as the Newcomb player could reason to a conclusion about the better action to perform for the jackpot win, then his state of mind would be one in which he believes that so acting will most likely secure that win.  Thus, the Newcomb puzzle’s demand for action can be seen as a demand to reach a rational belief.  Equally, if Harry as pupil could reach a belief concerning whether the examination will occur, then he could act on that belief — as already mentioned, his action could concern whether he revises or indulges his taste for something more pleasurable.  Thus, the Surprise Examination’s puzzle can be seen as a problem about what to do.  The same possible combination of belief and action exists for Harry, the vialophobe: if it were possible for him to conclude his reasoning, then his action might be, for example, to drink the toxin; and his belief would be that that is what he must do to win the prize. 
By way of regimentation, let the Surprise Examination have the requirement added that Harry, the pupil, needs to decide what to do — whether to revise for the examination or not.  He will revise, if he believes there will be an examination.  (He might revise for other good reasons, of course.)  As already noted, Harry must regard not having to revise as a valuable reward.  Were revision a trivial matter to him, then he might revise, even though not believing there will be an examination.  Similarly, Harry as player needed sufficient motivation to two-box: if the transparent box had just $1, then risking the loss of $1,000,000 for the possible gain of the extra $1 would, in virtually all cases, be highly irrational.​[11]​  Likewise, in the Toxin case, if the poison were only very mildly toxic or even pleasant, then Harry might happily drink it. 
Reinforcing the parallel between these paradoxes, let Harry, as Newcomb contestant, know that he will win the Newcomb jackpot if somehow he can be in the position whereby he wants to one-box, yet ends up two-boxing; and, as Toxin player, know that he wins the jackpot if he intends to drink yet does not drink; and, as pupil, know that he wins the jackpot if he believes there will be no examination, yet there is one.​[12]​

6. Serendipity
In all these paradoxical situations, Harry finds his reasoning encountering contradictory requirements, and, like Buridan’s ass, he is torn apart by the strain of equal and opposite forces.  Of course, Harry would be truly asinine​[13]​ if he allowed himself to become mentally paralysed, especially if that rendered him incapable of making a decision that could lead him to a large sum of money or, indeed, to the satisfaction of undergoing a surprise examination.  However, like his namesake Houdini, he has some scope for an ingenious means of escape.
Harry, in his three incarnations, needs to act, even though his reasoning, as so far depicted, leads him to no conclusion concerning what to do.  Once Harry reasons (meta-reasons) about how his reasoning leads to contradictory requirements, he will see that, one way or another, he needs serendipity to come to the rescue, to give him any chance of winning the jackpot.  With serendipity, things happen ultimately outside of his control and secure the jackpot for him.  Of course, he will lack belief whether the outcome ultimately outside of his control will, in fact, be serendipitous.  As player, as vialophobe, as pupil, Harry — if he required a firm belief based on first order reasoning — would opt out of any doing at all.  But the puzzles possess no opt-out clause, in that, as Newcomb player, he must do some opening, as Toxin recipient, he must drink or not, and as pupil, he must believe/revise or not.  Furthermore, like Buridan’s ass, he would be well advised to do something, even though his first-order reasoning does not disclose what. 
There are some simple ways in which serendipity may feature.  With Newcomb, the Predictor’s occasional inaccurate predictions could sometimes result from careless mistakes about the sort of character before her — perhaps she is tired or distracted.  She could also, though, be right about the character-type, yet still err.  For example, a contestant, disorientated by an ear-piercing alarm, might accidentally ask to open both boxes when aiming to open only the one.  Another possibility is that some predictive errors arise because the choosing behavior of some contestants just cannot be reliably predicted; indeed, they themselves might be unable to predict their own behavior.  Hence, even if the Predictor is perfect in her assessment of character, it does not follow that she always makes correct predictions.  In the Toxin situation, very occasionally, people taking up the malignant billionairess’s challenge have won — by accident.  An individual might genuinely intend to drink the poison, raise the vial to his lips — but there may be a slip between vial and lip.  Perhaps, as he lifts the vial, he slips on a cat and spills the drink.  Serendipity intervenes.  Of course, he cannot intend such a slip to happen (for that would displace his intention to drink), though he might, at some level, hope that it will. 
In the case of the Surprise Examination serendipity might also intervene.  The pupil might, for example, forget the teacher’s announcement and hence be pleasantly surprised when the examination occurs.  He cannot, however, rely on such forgetfulness; it cannot be factored into his reasoning to a conclusion concerning what to think about the teacher’s announcement solely on the basis of that announcement.  Equally, in reasoning about the Toxin situation, Harry cannot confidently count on a slip between vial and lip; that would be to subvert his intention to drink.  And similarly, as contestant on the Newcomb show, he cannot count on accidentally asking to open a box that he had decided not to open.

7.  What is to be done?
No line of reasoning tells Harry what to do to secure the jackpot, though he could win by accident, as indicated.  It is this feature — of lack of control — that provides scope for the Newcombian Predictor getting things wrong and the jackpot being won.  So long as such events are outside the Predictor’s control, she is impotent; so long as such events are outside the contestants’ control, they are impotent.  Harry needs to manipulate, as best he can, what is outside his and the Predictor’s control — in the hope of improving his chance of winning the jackpot.  In doing so, it is not so much that Harry is simply leaving things to chance; rather, he is making chance work for him.  Pyrrhonian meta-reasoning provides the escape. 
Suppose that, in the Newcomb situation, Harry makes his choice on the basis of a coin toss: if Heads, he chooses both boxes; if Tails he chooses solely Box B.  The Predictor, of course, will have assessed the contestant as such a character, but now she has no reliable means of outwitting him. The Predictor could sulkily ‘predict’, of each contestant whom she assesses will adopt the Pyrrhonian strategy, that that contestant will two-box, thereby ensuring that any such contestant would receive only a meagre $10,000; but that returns us to a version in which either the Predictor is guaranteed success, the jackpot win being impossible, or where the Predictor occasionally makes mistakes, but mistakes not resulting from the player's approach to the problem.​[14]​  With the resolutely Pyrrhonian contestant, the Predictor can do no better, within the rules of the game, than to make her own predictions also at random. The result will be that, confronted with the (otherwise) highly successful Predictor, Pyrrhonians have a respectable one in four chance of scooping the jackpot, thus performing far better by way of achieving success than non-Pyrrhonians.​[15]​  In fact, the only reason that the Predictor has achieved such a high success rate overall is that no contestants to date have learned the lesson of this paper. On the downside, contestants will also have a one in four chance of getting nothing; thus performing far worse than most non-Pyrrhonians.  Whether the Pyrrhonian strategy is worth it in monetary terms, therefore, depends on how Box A’s sum compares with Box B’s possible sum but, as already mentioned, this is not a relevant consideration for someone simply seeking the jackpot.  Whatever the proportion, an overall loss might well still be worth it, if only because defeating the Predictor is a prize in itself — or because, as in the case of Harry, winning the jackpot is the sole aim.
In this paper’s version of Newcomb, there is, then, a genuine question for a rational player who seeks the jackpot — and a genuine practical answer, namely making use of chance. Any Newcomb contestant who hands his choice to chance must be fully committed to following what chance dictates.​[16]​  Of course, if the coin tells him to one-box, then he is guaranteed not to win the jackpot.  But, it is no use his defying the toss of the coin on such occasions; the tendency to that kind of overruling behavior is easily detected by the Predictor who will then, quite legitimately, give instructions for Box B to be left empty.  All that is then left is the chance of the jackpot win based on the 1 in a 100 chance of the Predictor making a mistake. Harry's psychology might be such that he feels that he will have to two-box in the end.  He may go through the coin-tossing ritual, disposed to follow the coin's ruling only if it is to two-box.  If this is so, then even when Harry follows the coin's two-boxing ruling, he still has the backsliding disposition, detectable by the Predictor, and so will be punished by zero money in Box B. 
In a sequence of games, Harry might be able to accept always following the coin's ruling and hence sometimes one-boxing.  It would be rational to establish that disposition, given the Predictor is then also committed to randomness.  But to ensure the 25% chance of winning the jackpot, Harry needs, even in the one-off case, to commit himself to the gross irrationality of opening just the one-box, if the coin so dictates.  As mentioned, Harry might find this such a psychological perversity that he is unable to make that commitment; but that is, so to speak, his problem.  That a commitment has been made, for some people, can carry more weight than the urge to abandon that commitment however irrational it is recognised to be.  If Harry just cannot bring himself to act so irrationally, he could, perhaps, tell the producer of the show that he is not to be given any opportunity to backslide — that he is not to be consulted after the coin is tossed.  Harry’s model here is Odysseus, who instructed that he be tied to the mast so that he would be unable to succumb to the call of the Sirens, when his ship sailed within earshot.
	Turning to Toxin, there is no way that the outcome of a coin toss can directly get Harry not to drink the poison, yet intend to drink.  An errant cat would come in useful, but, of course, there would be no question of his training the cat to scurry under his feet every time he raised a vial to his lips, making him spill.  Such training would mean that his intention to drink the poison would be at best half-baked.  His intention needs to be fully-fledged.  Harry might, though, manage circumstances such that his chances of ending up drinking are reduced.  After all, one can have sincere intentions to perform difficult tasks.  Harry might so arrange things that, as midnight draws near and he is about to go ahead with the vial, he is being jostled in a crowded dark nightclub, with the increased chance of spillage.  Harry might, indeed, indirectly make use of the randomness of a coin toss.  He can perfectly well and sincerely intend to drink the toxin while deciding that he will engage in the drinking in a location determined by the coin's toss.  If the coin unfortunately (sic) lands such that the location is the basement of a dark night club, packed with revellers and reverberating to a heavy calypso beat, then so long as, in those circumstances, he is still sincerely intending to drink, he will have increased the chances of serendipity rescuing him.  As with Newcomb's scenario, for there to be any chance of Harry winning the Toxin jackpot, he needs to commit himself to a gross irrationality, here of intending to do what, in fact, were he to do it, would undermine a jackpot win.
How does the Pyrrhonian strategy work in the case of the Surprise Examination?  Harry as pupil could simply make whether he revises depend upon the toss of a coin; but to retain fidelity to the original Surprise Examination puzzle, Harry’s decision to avoid any exam revision should be based on his lack of belief in there being an examination — and the lack of belief cannot readily be determined by a coin toss, for, as noted, people cannot simply believe something on demand.  The Surprise Examination might seem, therefore, unable to enlist the aid of chance for its solution, since it concerns Harry’s lack of belief regarding the examination, and the examination is determined by the teacher, not Harry.  Harry, however, need not accept this implied passive rôle.  If there is no examination by Thursday evening, jackpot-seeker that he is, he is, of course, craving an examination on Friday, yet one that he is not justified in believing will happen and hence for which he has no good reason to revise.  To bolster his lack of belief in the examination occurring and hence deciding not to revise, he could seek to prevent the teacher delivering the examination.  He might drop banana skins, set off fire alarms, or feign illness, thereby making it more likely that it is indeed, for him, a surprise that an examination occurs.  Of course, he does not want to be so successful that an examination cannot be set.  He could even try hypnosis, excessive alcohol or passions of the flesh that would pervert his reasoning.  He could indeed toss coins to decide which obstacle to put in the way.  In engaging in this activity he is — in a sense — behaving irrationally.  His jackpot win is that there be an examination and it be a surprise; yet he is going about trying to prevent the examination (to secure his lack of belief) — and hence the jackpot win, so long as the examination none the less goes ahead.  
	Contingencies outside of Harry’s direct control can therefore be serendipitous in all three cases.​[17]​  In all three cases, in order to increase the chances of jackpot wins, reliance has to be made on such contingencies — but such reliance does not avoid having to make commitments to what might be seen as, and might be, irrational.  

8.  Simon Stylites
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